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WHAT WERE
POEMS ON
AFFAIRS OF STATE?
Michael McKeon

second volume of the Yale University edition of
^l^iPoew5 on Affairs of State {POAS) was published in 1965,
the year I entered graduate school at Columbia
University. The Columbia program required a quick decision
on one's area of concentration; I chose Restoration and
eighteenth-century literature.
Hugh Amory's proseminar
introduced me to Dryden and the political poetry of the
Restoration. A subsequent course with Howard Schless took
me deeper into the nexus of Restoration poetry, politics, and
history, which was soon to become the focus of my dissertation
study. This specialization was tangentially influenced by the
POAS project: Schless was himself involved at the time in
editing the third volume of POAS, which would appear in 1968.
That same year I decided to write my dissertation on five or six
of Dryden's greatest political poems, spanning his entire career;
but I became so caught up in excavating the historical context
of the first of
Annus Mirabilis (1667)—that my disserta
tion never moved beyond it.
The resulting study, and the book it became, stand as
testimony to the powerful force exerted by the method of
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contextualization I'd learned to practice at Columbia, and, at
some remove, through the POAS project. One paradox of this
method I briefly acknowledged at the end of my book's
introduction; "The argument which is to come draws widely
on the diverse literature of the Restoration period for the
purpose of understanding one single product of it. For this
reason, Dryden's poem may seem at times to rise and hover
above the dense undei^rowth of documentation, may seem even
to demonstrate its transcendence of relatively obscure names
and titles despite my avowed intention to return it to its
origins."'
As I now review the POAS volumes decades later, the
paradox seems relevant to them as well. What does the
disparity—as much quantitative as anything else—between the
printed text and what seemed its requisite annotation tell us
about the nature of "political poetry".^
My dissertation had shared the basic ambition of the POAS
volumes to retrieve the intelligibility that later seventeenthcentury "state poetry" presumably had possessed for its original
audience. Indeed, my ambition had gone further: to reconceive
the meaning and value of poetry that had been composed before
the division between poetry and politics, the private and the
public, the aesthetic and the didactic—the "text" and the
"context".^—had been institutionalized as a modern article of
belief. However mindful they were of the historical context of
Dryden's poetry, his modern critics seemed ultimately to hold
him to a standard of strictly aesthetic value that was foreign to
his own assumptions. What were the "aesthetics" of a literature
that preceded the modern critical protocols of aesthetic
autonomy? What was political poetry like before it became the
self-consciously contradictory "political poetry" of the modern
age?
' Politics and Poetry in Restoration England-. The Case of Dryden's Annus Mirabilis
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 42-43.
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Meditating these questions during the years since the
appearance of my first book, I'd gradually learned to complicate
them in several ways.^ If state poetry of the Restoration
extended a tradition of political poetry that soon would be
transformed by the modern division of knowledge, did it also
reflect, by the same token, the incipience of that transforma
tion? More particularly: what was the evidence that the poetry
collected in the several Poems on Affairs of State miscellanies
from 1689 to 1716 really did extend an earlier, "traditional"
poetic mode? Even the running title of these volumes might be
said to differ in kind from that of their closest precursor. In
The Rump (1662), politics is evidently—but only tacitly and by
way of a politically-resonant metaphor—the subject matter of
the collection. In Poems on Affairs of State, the political
concerns of the miscellany have become quite explicit, but also
quite sharply specified to "state" politics in particular.^ This is
perhaps explained by the broad ideological differences between
the first volume, which contained mostly royalist verse from a
period (1639-1661) in which monarchy was in eclipse, and its
successors, which largely criticized royal absolutism and,
therefore, "the state." But this is only to broach the same
question in other terms. To what extent does the verse of the
Restoration and the early eighteenth century represent not just
the Golden Age of English political poetry, but also (and
thereby) the moment at which "the political" crucially coalesces
as "that which concerns or criticizes the state"?'^
My interest in the way this poetry focuses explicitly on
affairs of state is related to its apparent need for copious
^ For a related meditation on these matters, see my essay "Cultural Crisis and
Dialectical Method: Destabilizing Augustan Literature," in Leo Damrosch, ed.. The
Profession of Eighteenth-Century Literature (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
1992), 42-61.
' Although some of the poems collected in the Poems on Affairs of State have
nothing to do with the state—or, indeed, with politics.
•* For a comparison of The Rump and the several editions of Poems on Affairs of
State, see Richard Vowles, "Poems on Affairs of State, 1689," Yale University
Ph.D. dissertation (1949), Appendix 11.
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annotation. The idea that modern scholarship only returns
these texts to the intelligibility they generally enjoyed on first
reading has a plausibility that begins to evaporate as one
browses through the Yale volumes with any attention. Even as
the modern annotations successfully enable us to read these
poems with a working knowledge of their topical reference,
they also must elevate us far above th6 level of understanding
available to the average contemporary reader who read without
benefit of explanatory notes. The difficulty and obscurity of
the state poems, in other words, may be not only the result of
their political topicality—of their occasional nature and of our
historical distance from those occasions. Their difficulty may
also be a condition of their status as specifically state poems.
The original miscellanies of Poems on Affairs of State
conceived their contents as exercises in the disclosure of state
secrets. "The Design of Collections of this kind," said the
"Preface" to the edition of 1703, "is to afford some assistance to
History; the Spirit of the Several Parties in the Nation being to
be discover'd hereby, as much, if not more, than from any
other sort of Writings." The 1697 "Prefaces" claimed that from
the following poems "we may collect a just and secret history
of the former times....Take off the gawdy veil of Slavery, and
she will appear so frightfull and deform'd that all would abhor
her; for all Mankind naturally prefer Liberty to Slavery....[The
state poems give] the best Secret History of our late Reigns, as
being writ by such great Persons as were near the Helm, knew
the Transactions, and were above being brib'd to flatter, or
afraid to speak truth.By this last account, the authors of the
miscellany state poems owed their authority to the fact that
' Poems on Affairs of State from the Reign of K. James the First, to the Present Year
1703 (1703), "The Preface," sig. AS"; Poems on Affairs of State-. From the Time of
Oliver Cromwell, to the Abdication of K.James the Second (1697), "The Preface," sig.
A5', A5'; Poems on Affairs of State: From the Time of Oliver Cromwell, to the
Abdication of K. James the Second...Part Two: State-Poems-, continued (1697), "The
Preface," sig. Kl". The "great persons" named in these prefaces include Milton,
Marvell, and Locke.
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they were disaffected state officials engaged in supplementing
official versions of public policy with more authentic first-hand
testimony. Anonymity makes it hard to know how far to
apply this claim to the more general category of verse modern
critics treat as "state poetry." It may be implied in Samuel
Pepys's dismay at the "fourth Advice to the Painter,...xhiX made
my heart ake to read, it being too sharp and so true."^ Still,
we've learned enough about the authorship of these poems—
thanks in great part to the efforts of the Yale editors—to know
that the alternative, "secret" history provided by the state
poetry emanated from a much broader diversity of authors than
men officially involved in state affairs.
The claim nonetheless underscores a common perception
that the state poets were on the cusp of state affairs, intimately
knowledgeable about them yet detached enough to produce
accounts at variance with the official history. Secrecy was at
the heart of this variance. The state poems contained informa
tion and interpretation that, by differing from the historical
account as it was publicized through official organs like royal
proclamations and the Gazette, were by definition private and
"secret." However, the state poems did not simply dispel
secrecy by disclosing what had been private to public view.
Themselves illicit, they also sustained an aura of "secrecy" by
obscuring not only their own authorship, but also the precise
nature of what they themselves were predicating about state
affairs. Like other forms of "secret history" that flourished at
this time—like the scandalous romans a clef of Delariviere
Manley and others—the state poems sought to frustrate
prosecution by veiling the identities of those they disclosed even
in the act of disclosing them. But they also exploited tech
niques of poetic indirection, dilation, and condensation to
roughen more variously their semantic texture.
' The Diary of Samuel Pepys, ed. Robert Latham and William Matthews (Berkeley
and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1974), 8, 439. Pepys was himself
an important official. Clerk of the Acts to the Navy Board.
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In this way, the publication of the state poems both dispelled
their "secrecy" and sustained it as one of their characteristic
features. And from this perspective, the detached acuity of the
authors might be adduced not by identifying them as "such
great persons as were near the helm," but by emphasizing rather
the objectifying detachment of the artistic or poetic posture
itself, which in a related fashion may know affairs of state
precisely by standing slightly apart from them. The objectivity
of the poet is an inveterate condition. The objectivity of the
statesman-turned-poet is reinforced by the experience of
disenchantment with state politics.
One sign of the difference between political poetry and
specifically state poetry is the latter's self-consciousness—for
example, its preoccupation with the delicate apposition of
statesman and poet. The apposition is common in the state
poetry of the period:
The forward youth that would appear
Must now forsake his muses dear,
Nor in the shadows sing
His numbers languishing.^
Nor think the Kindred-Muses thy Disgrace;
A Poet is not born in ev'ry Race.
Two of a House, few Ages can afford;
One to perform, another to record.®
The topoi of the Empire or the Court of the Muses
authorize a broad analogy between poets and statesmen whose
ethical charge may vary greatly depending on the way it gets
' Andrew Marvell, "An Horatian Ode upon Cromwell's Return from Ireland"
(written 1650), 11. 1-4, in Andrew Marvell. The Complete Poems, ed. Elizabeth Story
Donno (Harmondsworth; Penguin, 1976), 55.
' John Dryden, "To my Honour'd Kinsman, John Driden, of Chesterton in the
Covmty of Huntingdon, Esquire" (1700), 11. 201-04, in The Poems and Fables of John
Dryden, ed. James Kinsley (London: Oxford University Press, 1962), 610.
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specified.' From a perspective sympathetic to the poems on
affairs of state, poets must criticize state affairs when state affairs
impinge too closely on the inherently poetic province of
artifice. At such times,
The Arts of Priest-Craft and the Tricks of State
Did for the angry Muse large Themes create.^"
In some formulations, the bias may be less certain:
The Politicians of Parnassus prate.
And Poets canvass the Affairs of State."
From an official perspective, on the other hand, poems on
aflFairs of state sacrifice their poetic detachment and come too
close to state politics: '"Tis a fine Age, when Mercinary Poets
shall become Politicians, and their Plays business of State."" Sir
Richard Blackmore went so far as to invoke
Ye Lords who o'er the Muses Realm preside.
Their Int-rests manage and their Empire guide;
Regard your Care, regard the sacred State,
Laid by Invaders wast and desolate....
Poetic Justice should on these be shown.
' Compare the experiments in the politico-economic modernization of the Muses
in Aime Finch, Countess of Winchilsea, "To Mr. F[inch] Now Earl of
W[inchilsea]...Written in the year 1689," in The Poems of Anne Countess of
Winchilsea, ed. Myra Reynolds (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1903), 20-23;
Alexander Pope, Peri Bathous-, or, Martinus Scrihlerus his Treatise of the Art of
Sinking in Poetry (1727), ed. Edna L. Steeves (New York: King's Crown Press,
1952), ch. XIV.
The Baboon A-la-Mode. A Satyr against the French (1704), 1, quoted in POAS, vol.
7: 1704-1714, ed. Frank H. Ellis (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1975), xxviii.
" Samuel Garth, The Dispensary (1699), canto 4, 11. 21-22, in POAS, vol. 6:
1697-1704, ed. Frank H. Ellis (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970), 92.
Some Reflections upon the Pretended Parallel in the Play called the Duke of Guise
(1683), p. 25, quoted in POAS, 6, p. xxxi.
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Or soon the Muses State must be undone."
In other words, the dynamic apposition of "poems" and
"affairs of state" easily slides into and out of a variously
weighted opposition.
The relationship between state affairs and poetic discourse
that's evident in contemporary debate surrounding the poems
on affairs of state distills a more general dialectic contemporaries
were learning to describe as that between the state and civil
society." Contract theory evolved to explain the relation of
state and civil society as the result of a collective decision of
proto-citizens to abandon the state of nature by sacrificing
certain rights so as to ensure the preservation of others. In the
historical narrative recounted by the contract fiction, the
dynamic apposition of state and civil society is poised between
diametrically-conceived oppositions: between the Lockeian
view that the state is the creation, and therefore the province,
of a critical civil society; and the Hobbesian view that the state,
once created, becomes the seat of absolute sovereignty.
The Lockeian view of the contract provides a model for the
Habermasian theory of the public sphere as the domain in
which private citizens join together in a public body to engage
in critical discourse regarding state affairs." By this way of
thinking, poetry is the authentic voice of the public sphere, the
origin and ongoing authorization of the state. "[T]here is no
where a greater Spirit of Liberty to be found, than in those
who are Poets."" The Hobbesian view at a certain point
dovetails with non-contractual theories of royal absolutism.
" "A Satyr against Wit" (1699), II. 273-76,,303-04, in POAS, 6, 149-50.
" For a recent treatment of this distinrtion see Marvin B. Becker, The Emergence
of Civil Society in the Eighteenth Century. A Privileged Moment in the History of
England, Scotland, and France (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994).
" See Jiirgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An
Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society, trans. Thomas Burger and Frederick
Lawrence (Cambridge: MIT Press, [1962] 1989).
" Poems on Affairs of State (1697), "The Preface," sig. A4'.
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The absolute prince or monarch is he who practices the "art of
the state": who exercises his dominion as a mode of political
artifice, according not to overarching principles of justice and
reason but to an autonomous "reason of state," the "mysteries"
of rule or arcana imperii whose autotelic end is the maintenance
of state power itselfd^ From this perspective, government is
"statecraft," analogous to the mechanic crafts and trades in
possessing and preserving its own proper "mysteries." All lesser
arts—including the art of poetry—are subservient to the great
ends of the art of the state.
One benefit of situating the phenomenon of poems on affairs
of state within the context of the dialectic of state and civil
society is the insight that the "secrecy" of state poetry has much
to do with the "mysteries" of state rule. State poetry tells secret
histories in order to demystify the mysteries of absolute rule.
At its most aggressive, the art of state poetry aims to disclose,
with superior artifice, the art of the state—and thereby to lay
bare the anterior authority of civil society:
Here, Painter, rest a little, and survey
With what small arts the public game they play.
For so too Rubens, with affairs of state.
His labouring pencil oft would recreate.
The close Cabal marked how the Navy eats.
And thought all lost that goes not to the cheats.
So therefore secretly for peace decrees.
Yet as for war the Parliament should squeeze.'18
In 1642, on the eve of civil war, Charles I feared that the
common people would eventually "discover this arcanum
See generally Maurizio Viroli, From Politics to Reason of State: The Acquisition
and Transformation of the Language of Politics 1251-1600 (Cambridge; Cambridge
University Press, 1992).
" [Marvell,] The Last Instructions to a Painter (1667), 11. 117-24, in POAS, vol. I:
1660-1678, ed. Geoige deForest Lord (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963),
105-06.
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imperii, that all this was done by them, but not for them."^'
After the Restoration, his sons tried to limit the damage done
by this discovery through a rigorous but doomed policy of
censoring unofficial discourse on affairs of state. A proclama
tion of 1672 characterized coffee houses as centers of "bold and
Licentious Discourses" and complained that "men have assumed
to themselves a liberty, not onely in Coffee-houses, but in other
Places and Meetings, both publick and private, to censure and
defame the Proceedings of State."^° Five years later, Charles IT
referred privately to coffee-house keepers as "sordid mechanick
wretches who, to gain a little money had the impudence and
folly to prostitute affairs of state indifferently to the views of
those that frequent such houses."^' In 1688, James IT warned
those who "have been of late more bold and licentious" in their
discourses than in the past to "presume not henceforth...to
intermeddle with affairs of state.,.in their common and ordinary
discourse.
One of the "other places" in which state proceedings were
being dangerously publicized during these decades was, of
course, state poetry itself. This is clear even in royalist poems
sympathetic to the official indignation at coffee houses, through
their tacit metonymy of discursive medium and subject matter.
Referring to the coffee houses, Nahum Tate wrote:

" "Answer to the Nineteen Propositions," June 18, 1642, in J. P. Kenyon, ed. The
Stuart Constitution, 1603-1688\ Documents and Commentary (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1966), 23.
Proc. #3570, June 12, 1672, in A Bibliography of Royal Proclamations of the Tudor
and Stuart Sovereigns and of Others Published under Authority, 1485-1714, ed
Robert Steele (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1910): quoted in Harold Weber, Paper
Bullets: Print and Kingship under Charles 11 (Lexington: University of Kenmcky
Press, 1996), 160.
H. Tbynne to T. Tbynne, Sept. 19, 1677, in Add. MS. 32095, fol. 38, quoted in
David Ogg, England in the Reign of Charles II, 2nd ed. (London: Oxford University
Press, 1956), 102.
Prod. #3888, Octo. 26, 1688, in Royal Proclamations: quoted in PDAS, vol. IV:
1685-1688, ed. Galbraitb M. Crump (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1968),

What were Poems on Affairs of State? 'hl'i
Look, look, the sovereign people here dispense
The laws of empire to an absolute prince.^^
Another poet situated the coffee-house absorption with public,
state affairs within the more general tendency, consequent on
our fall from a golden age of due degree, for commoners to
ignore their own trade mysteries in favor of those of their
betters:
In former days, when men had sense.
And reason rul'd both peer and prince;
When honesty no crime was thought.
And churchmen no sedition taught;
When soldiers for their pay would fight.
Without disputing wrong or right;
When each mechanic kept his trade.
Ere tailor's yards were scepters made;
Before each coffee club durst prate.
Or pry into affairs of State.^"^
By this account, the public interest in state affairs is
something like an occupational deformation, an engrossment of
the political "profession" by amateurs. However, the lines also
suggest that when "amateurs"—poets and coffee-house
patrons—become politicians, it's in response to the fact that
[Nahum Tate,] "Old England" (1682), 11. 23-24, in POAS, vol. 3: 1682-1685, ed.
Howard H. Schless (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1968), 186. Compare "A
New Satirical Ballad of the Licentiousness of the Times" (1679), in Political Ballads
of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, ed. W. Walker Wilkins (London:
Longman, 1860), I, 221, quoted in Weber, Paper Bullets, 160:
T the coffee-house here one with a grave face.
When after salute, he hath taken his place.
His pipe being lighted begins for to prate.
And wisely discourses the affairs of the State.
[Henry MUdmay,] The Progress (1688), 11. 1-10, in POAS, 4, 330-31.
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politics has already become (in Fielding's phrase^^) "pollitrics":
not "reasonable" and "honest" public service to the common
wealth, but a private trade in self-service and self-interest. By
this way of thinking, poems on affairs of state address not
politics in the traditional sense of the term—rightly left to "peer
and prince"—but its absolutist deformation, state politics. As
Swift wrote of Sir William Temple (renowned for his principled
retirement from a brilliant career as a statesman):

'

The wily Shafts of State, those Juggler's Tricks
Which we call deep Design and Politicks...
Methinks, when you expose the Scene,
Down the ill-organ'd Engines fall;
Off fly the Vizards and discover all.^'

This is in fact the great rationale that justifies state poetry in its
artful reproach to the art of the state. The very self-conscious
ness whereby one trade now turns its attention to the work of
another—whereby poets turn to state affairs—stands as a tacit
rebuke to the irresponsible self-absorption of the absolutist
state.
As George deForest Lord reminds us in his introduction to
the first volume in the Yale edition, the state poems, whatever
their formal variety, were overwhelmingly satirical in form and
content.^^ If the art of the state poems was characteristically
that of satire, this is not only because the critical function of
satire was crucial in chastizing the art of the state, but also
because satire (as contempories often claimed) undertook the
" The Life of Mr. fonathan Wild the Great (1743), 11, v, ed. David Nokes
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1982), 102.
^ "Ode to the Honorable Sir William Temple" (written c. 1692), 11. 92-93, 97-99,
in The Poems of fonathan Swift, ed. Harold Williams, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1958), 29.
POAS, 1, xxv-xxvii. For an interesting discussion of the relation between satire
and poems on affain of state, see Ruth Nevo, The Dial of Virtue: A Study of Poems
on Affairs of State in the Seventeenth Century (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1963), Introduction.
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difficult but elevated office of moral reform. Some of the
greatest satirists of the period went so far as to see satire as a
necessary supplement to—even, a substitute for—state politics.
In the fallen age of state politics, satire was the high-minded
instrument of a more truly moral politics. Swift thought it
very false Reasoning, especially in the Management of
Public Affairs, to ai^ue that Men are Innocent, because
the Law hath not pronounced them Guilty.
I am apt to think, it was to supply such Defects as
these, that Satyr was first introduced into the World;
whereby those whom neither Religion, nor natural
Virtue, nor fear of Punishment, were able to keep within
the Bounds of their Duty, might be with-held by the
Shame of having their Crimes exposed to open View in
the strongest of Colours, and themselves rendered odious
to Mankind.^'
Defending the satirical ferocity of The Dunciad, Pope remarked
that "Law can pronounce judgment only on open Facts,
Morality alone can pass censure on Intentions of mischief; so
that for secret calumny or the arrow flying in the dark, there
is no publick punishment left, but what a good writer inflicts."^'
By these terms, the satirical state poems do not represent the
culmination of a putative "tradition" of political poetry, before
the modern division of poetry from politics. Rather, they
represent a determinate and fleeting moment in the history of
both "poetry" and "politics," when poetry takes on an explicitly
and self-consciously political purpose because politics is felt to
Examiner, #38 (Apr. 26,1711), in Jonathan Swift, The Examuiner and Other Pieces
of Writing in 1710-11, ed. Herbert Davis, vol. 3 of The Prose Works of Jonathan
Swift (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1940), 141.
"A Letter to the Publisher, Occasioned by the present Edition of the Dunciad,"
The Dunciad Variorum (1728-29), ed. James Sutherland, vol. 5 of The Twickenham
Edition of the Poems of Alexander Pope (New York: Oxford University Press, 1943),
14.
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have lost its traditionally and tacitly moral foundations—that is,
because politics has become state politics. The historical
moment of the poems on affairs of state is also the precondition
for the immediately succeeding historical moment, when poets
begin explicitly and self-consciously to evince their distinctive
modern alienation from state politics, not (like the state poets)
by castigating its most egregious practitioners, but by turning
against politics "as such."^° Yet even as it enters into its
opposition to politics, poetry, passing through the crucial stage
of "poems on affairs of state," learns from their delicate
apposition of (state) poetry and (state) politics the absolutist
model of autonomy, which it denies to politics but reserves and
ruminates for its own self-understanding.
The poems on affairs of state are obliged to tell their secret
history because the official history produced by the political
establishment has become partial and self-serving. But if
literature (the state satires, the scandalous romans a clef)
undertakes the demystification of state mysteries and the
exposure of state secrets, in the process it also elaborates (as I
have already observed) its own mysterious secrecy and
obscurity. The political criticism in which the state satires
engage depends for much of its force on the acute specificity of
personal attack. The Printing Act of 1662 had tried to limit
such libel by a system of state censorship that required the
official licensing of all printed works. One of the reasons the
Printing Act was allowed to lapse in 1694 was the ineffective
ness of this requirement, and the Stamp Act of 1712, pursuing
a different strategy, sought to shift responsibility from the state
to the producers of printed material themselves by prohibiting
anonymous publication. The logic of the legislation was that
if the names of author or printer were required to appear on
The immediately succeeding moment is that of Robert Walpole and the
movement from opposition based upon variously-defined literary-political
appositions, to a less variable and more fundamental opposition of literature to
politics: see generally Bertiand A. Goldgar, Walpole and the Wits-. The Relation of
Politics to Literature, 1722-1742 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1976).
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published works, their human bearers would be obliged to
exercise prior self-censorship—that is, to internalize the negative
authority of the state.^' This Act, too, proved ineffective;
authors and printers found it easy enough to employ sham
names on their title pages.
However, even if legislation had been successful in forcing
those responsible for publication to name themselves, it still left
them free to obscure—just enough to frustrate prosecution, but
not also identification—the names of those their publications
libelled. Both within the state poems and without, the means
by which the personal reference of libels might be obscured are
familiar to all readers of the literature of the period; contempo
raries spoke of nicknames, initials, syncopated or fictitious
names, innuendo, circumlocution, indirection, irony, historical
parallel, allegory, and the like. To this considerable degree, the
obscurity of the state poems was conditioned by the demands
of the state apparatus whose own obscurity they aimed to
dispel. The success of these methods in evading conviction for
libel can't be determined with any assurance. Legal responsibil
ity for the proper construction of obscure passages in works
charged with libel—for determining whether, and to whom,
personal reference had been made—lay ultimately with the jury.
Interpretive criteria for this task tended to rely on the notion
of how "the generality of readers" might construe words used
"in their true and proper sense.If the legal supervision of
personal satire thus helped promote a standardizing generaliza
tion of norms in the reading of satire, a related development
suggests a similar tendency toward generalization in the norms
of its composition.
Toward the end of the period in which the Poems on Affairs
of State miscellanies were published, an invidious distinction
between "libel" and "satire," particularity and generality in
See Frederick S. Siebert, Freedom of the Press in England 1476-1776-. The Rise and
Decline of Government Control (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1952), 306-18.
Laurence Hanson, Government and the Press, 1695-1796 (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1936), 24, citing opinions of 1729 and 1722, respectively.
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poetic reference, rapidly became not only popular but
conventional. Thomas Shadwell gives a typical formulation in
1682:
For libel and true satire different be;
This must have truth, and salt, with modesty.
Sparing the persons, this does tax the crimes.
Galls not great men, but vices of the times.^^
The miscellanies themselves acknowledge that "the Original
design of Satyr in its Primitive Institution, was only to expose
the Deformity of Vice, without levelling any thing directly
against the Person." That some of the collected poets nonethe
less "very severely Reflect upon several Gentlemen now Living"
is excused by the steady increase in corruption, and by the fact
that "the very Persons here mention'd, most of 'em at least,
have made use of the same Liberty."^'* Richard Steele thought
that "the Satyrist and Libeller differ as much as the Magistrate
and the Murderer.
Although he was opposed to the Act of
1712, Joseph Addison thought libels had become "a kind of
National Crime," and "the finest Strokes of Satyr which are
aimed at particular Persons, and which are supported even with
the Appearances of Truth, to be Marks of an evil Mind, and
highly Criminal in themselves."^' Among the "Libels which
have pass'd for Satires" John Dennis included some notable state
poems, among them Dryden's MacFlecknoe, Absalom and
Achitophel, and The Medall, as well as Garth's The Dispensary?^
" [Shadwell,] The Medal of John Bayes (1682), U. 7-11, in POAS, 3, 81.
Poems on Affairs of State: from Oliver Cromwell, To this present time (1698), "To
all the Lovers of Wit and Poetry," sig. A8'^".
Tatler, #92 (November 10, 1709), in The Tatler, ed., Donald F. Bond (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1987), II, 74.
Spectator, #451 (August 7, 1712), in The Spectator, ed. Donald F. Bond (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1965), IV, 87-88.
" The Characters and Conduct of Sir John Edgar, Call'd by Himself Sole Monarch of
the Stage in Drury-Lane (1720), Letter 3, in Edward N. Hooker, ed.. The Critical
Works of John Dennis (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1943), H, 201.
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By the third decade of the century, the invidious distinction was
acquiring the canonical status of a touchstone of canonicity. In
1733, Pope ridiculed "the mistaking a Satyrist [e.g., of vicious
courts] for a Libeller [of particular courtiers]; whereas to a true
Satyrist nothing is so odious as a Libeller."^^ And in 1742,
Fielding famously called himself a satirist rather than a libeller
because "I describe not men, but manners, not an individual,
but a species....This places the boundary between, and
distinguishes the satirist from the libeller: for the former
privately corrects the fault for the benefit of the person, like a
parent; the latter publicly exposes the person himself, as an
example to others, like an executioner.""
The tendency of this distinction—to reconceive the
normative nature of satirical reference as general and impersonal
rather than particular and personal—would seem to run counter
to the most basic impulses of the state poems. Of course, the
distinction also serves the interests of state poets, who might
(like Pope) obscure the personal reference of their work by
earnestly and disingenuously embracing the status of a "true"
(which is to say, an impersonal) satirist. Viewed as a rhetorical
strategy, then, the invidious distinction between libel and satire
was consistent not only with personal satire, but also with
poetic "secrecy" and indirection.
Yet the critique of personal satire may also reflect contempo
raries' growing uncertainty regarding the existence of a real
alternative, within the domain of the political, to the selfabsorbed, but crucially limited, deformation of politics that
"state affairs" had for a while been taken to represent. Politics
itself remains inveterately personal and "secretive"—that is,
obscure and deceptive in the interests it serves. But the satiric
" "Advertisement" to The Satires and Epistles of Horace Imitated (1733), in
Twickenham Edition, vol. 5: Imitations of Horace, 2nd ed. (London: Methuen, 1953),
3.
" The History of the Adventures ofJoseph Andrews, And of his Friend Mr. Abraham
Adams (1742). ni, i, ed. Martin C. Battestin (Middletown: Wesleyan University
Press, 1967), 189.
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view of politics is increasingly general because the political
landscape appears increasingly unrelieved in its generic, even
"impersonal," absolutism. Poetry, by contrast, carves out its
own domain that is "secret" and "personal" in a related and
emergent sense, that of a deeply private interiority. Poetry is
the "real" alternative, the "true" realm of the personal that,
precisely by virtue of its subjective authenticity—its devotion
not to personally-constraining "interests" but to personallyuniversalizing "emotions"—is increasingly conceived in its
autonomy of the political. In the later eighteenth century, the
apposition of politics and poetry takes on the character of an
ineluctable opposition. Indeed, the mark of poetic value comes
to be imagined as the permanent residue of generalized
"pleasure" that remains once the tide of a more particularized
response has receded. Of Shakespeare Samuel Tohnson wrote
in 1765:
Whatever advantages he might once derive from
personal allusions, local customs, or temporary opinions,
have for many years been lost;...The effects of favour and
competition are at an end; the tradition of his friendships
and his enmities has perished; his works support no
opinion with arguments, nor supply any faction with
invectives; they can neither indulge vanity nor gratify
malignity, but are read without any other reason than the
desire of pleasure, and are therefore praised only as
pleasure is obtained."*®
But the argument can also be adumbrated in closer proximity
to the special kind of poetry that (as we have seen) dominates
the poems on affairs of state. By calling up the secretive aura
of "reason of state," state poets emulated and turned against the
^ "Preface" to The Works of William Shakespeare (1765), in The Yale Edition of the
Works of Samuel Johnson, vol. VII: Johnson on Shakespeare, ed. Arthur Sherbo (New
Haven; Yale University Press, (1968), 61.
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state its own powers of obscurity and mysteriousness. The
mechanism is analogous to the principle of parody that's central
to the satiric mode favored by the state poets and characteristic
of "Augustan" satire in general. The poems on affairs of state
exploit an enormous range of parodic forms (mock-epic,
-romance, -pastoral, -panegyric, -epistle, -elegy, -ballad, -litany,
-progress piece, -sessions of the poets, as well as experiments in
doggerel'^') that subtly mediate between the antithetical poles of
imitation and critique, evoking thereby both poetic convention
ality and the disengagement from convention needed to reflect
upon it in an oblique fashion. In other words, the state poems
parody the secrecy of the state in part through • the purely
formal obliquity of their parodic detachment from their own
literary prototypes. This is the detachment not of satire, but of
parodic satire: not critique, but the differential between critique
and imitation.
The secret history is to official history as mock forms are to
traditional forms: both disclose through their own indirection
what was heretofore invisible, the opaque contingency of their
models. The parodic impulse of the state poems therefore
operates in a double register: as a substantive reflection on
absolutist state authority and as a formal reflection on
traditionalist poetic authority.'*^ Just as their deceptively
immediate engagement in "politics" is qualified by their selfconscious preoccupation with a specifically "state politics," so
their ostensible reliance on a stable "classicism" is belied by the
self-conscious obliquity of their "neoclassicism." The latter,
formal mode of detachment is, of course, central to the selfcancelling complexity of "Augustan" poetry as such. Over the
course of the eighteenth century it prepares for the new poetic
On the tradition of doggerel as an intentional travesty of verse norms see David
T. Rothman, "Hudibras in the Doggerel Tradition," Restoration, 17, #1 (1993),
15-29.
Not surprisingly, although both claim the status of the secret history, the state
poems differ from the lomans a clef in elaborating a far more complicated relation
to their formal models.
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dispensation according to which poetic value becomes identified
with poetic autonomy—with a disengagement from the
synchrony of political and moral embeddedness, but also from
the diachrony of poetic convention and tradition. One
hallmark of the new dispensation is a new mode of obscurity
that, grounded in the discourse of political absolutism, now
achieves its own distinctive obliquity, the "poetic absolutism"
of aesthetic discourse.

